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Background
Research on prognostically relevant immunohistochemical markers in diffuse large B-cell
lymphomas has mostly been performed on retrospectively collected clinical data. This is
also true for immunohistochemical classifiers that are thought to reflect the cell-of-origin
subclassification of gene expression studies. In order to obtain deeper insight into the hete-
rogeneous prognosis of diffuse large B-cell lymphomas and to validate a previously pub-
lished immunohistochemical classifier, we analyzed data from a large set of cases from
prospective clinical trials with long-term follow-up.

Design and Methods
We performed morphological and extensive immunohistochemical analyses in 414 cases of
diffuse large B-cell lymphoma from two prospective randomized clinical trials (NHL-B1/B2,
Germany). Classification into germinal center and non-germinal center subtypes of B-cell
lymphoma was based on the expression pattern of CD10, BCL6, and IRF4. Multivariate
analyses were performed adjusting for the factors in the International Prognostic Index.

Results
Analyzing 20 different epitopes on tissue microarrays, expression of HLA-DR, presence of
CD23+ follicular dendritic cell meshworks, and monotypic light chain expression emerged
as International Prognostic Index-independent markers of superior overall survival.
Immunoblastic morphology was found to be related to poor event-free survival. The non-
germinal center subtype, according to the three-epitope classifier (CD10, BCL6, and IRF4)
did not have prognostic relevance when adjusted for International Prognostic Index factors
(relative risk=1.2, p=0.328 for overall survival; and relative risk=1.1, p=0.644 for event-free
survival). 

Conclusions
The previously reported International Prognostic Index-independent prognostic value of
stratification into germinal center/non-germinal center B-cell lymphoma using the expres-
sion pattern of CD10, BCL6, and IRF4 was not reproducible in our series. However, other
markers and the morphological subtype appear to be of prognostic value.
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Introduction

A milestone in the analysis of the heterogeneity of
prognosis in patients with diffuse large B-cell lymphoma
(DLBCL) was the development of the International
Prognostic Index (IPI), which enables patients to be
assigned to several clinical risk groups and for treatment
strategies to be stratified accordingly.1 A second major
step was the segregation of DLBCL into distinct sub-
types based on gene expression profiling.2-4 Two main
subgroups were identified: the germinal center B-cell
(GCB)-like type showed a gene expression profile remi-
niscent of normal germinal center B cells, whereas the
activated B-cell (ABC)-like type had a gene signature
similar to that of activated peripheral blood B cells. A
third intermediate group could not be allocated to either
GCB or ABC type. The different gene expression pat-
terns corresponded to different clinical outcomes.3,4

Several attempts have been made to substitute this
gene expression-based classification by more routinely
applicable methods. Hans et al.5 suggested that immuno-
histochemistry, using the expression pattern of CD10,
BCL6, and IRF4, could assign DLBCL cases to a GCB or
a non-GCB type. In their retrospective series, the non-
GCB phenotype, defined according to the immunohisto-
chemical-based subclassification, was an IPI-independ-
ent predictor of adverse overall survival.5

In order to validate these results in an independent
large cohort of patients, we retrospectively analyzed
414 cases of DLBCL included in the randomized
prospective clinical trials NHL-B1/B2 of the German
High Grade Non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma Study Group
(DSHNHL),1 with tissue microarray data. Furthermore,
we analyzed additional markers that might enable prog-
nostic subgrouping independently from the IPI, which is
still regarded the gold standard for risk stratification in
DLBCL. Some of these additional markers, including
HLA-DR and BCL2, have been investigated in several
previous studies and were variably associated with
prognosis.8-16

Design and Methods

Patients and samples
All patients were enrolled in the prospective random-

ized multicenter clinical trials NHL-B1/B2 of the
DSHNHL.6,7 These trials were conducted in accordance
with the Helsinki declaration. The protocols and the
translational investigations had been approved by the
ethical review board of all participating centers. All
patients gave written informed consent.

The patients received six cycles of either CHOP
(cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, pred-
nisolon) or CHOEP (CHOP plus etoposide) chemothera-
py, with the cycles being administered every 2 or 3
weeks, respectively. Rituximab was not included.

All cases were reviewed by expert hematopatholo-
gists in at least one of the reference centers for lymph
node pathology in Germany (Berlin, Frankfurt, Kiel,
Lübeck, Würzburg, Ulm) or Switzerland (St. Gallen) in

order to obtain a standardized reference diagnosis.
Morphological analysis was performed on conventional
hematoxylin and eosin- and Giemsa-stained slides and
subgrouping followed the 2001 WHO classification.17

According to this classification the centroblastic variant
is characterized by medium-sized to large lymphoid
cells with oval to round vesicular nuclei which contain
two to four membrane-bound nucleoli. The
immunoblastic variant of DLBCL consists predominant-
ly (>90%) of immunoblasts with a single centrally locat-
ed nucleolus and an appreciable amount of basophilic
cytoplasm. Centroblasts represent less than 10% of the
population in immunoblastic lymphomas.

Tissue microarray construction
Immunohistochemical profiling was performed on tis-

sue microarrays constructed in cooperation with
Euroimmun Medizinische Labordiagnostika AG
(Lübeck, Germany).18,19 These tissue microarrays were
constructed from conventional tissue sections, rather
than the more widely used punch technique. Briefly,
whole tissue sections were mounted on cover slip glass
slides, which were cut into regular small squares of 3.24
mm2. Areas of interest were defined and indexed for
robot-assisted transfer onto conventional glass slides. A
single tissue microarray contained up to 96 squares. The
main advantage of this alternative microarray technolo-
gy over punch tissue microarrays is that the efficiency
per case is optimum, since even almost exhausted paraf-
fin blocks provide sufficient areas of tumor tissue for
conventional sections. Furthermore, the remaining
paraffin tissue is not perforated with this method, and
shipping of blocks from one laboratory to another was
avoided. 

Immunohistochemical staining and scoring
The antibody panel included CD10, CD5, BCL2,

BCL6, IRF4, κ and λ light chains, CD138, CD38, HLA-
DR, CD30, Ki-67, IgM, IgD, IgA, IgG, Ki-B3, CD45RA,
CD45RO, and CD23.

Since the Ki-B3, Ki-B5 (CD45RA) and OPD4
(CD45RO) antibodies are not commonly used, they are
briefly described here. The Ki-B3 antibody predomi-
nantly recognizes B cells of follicular mantle and germi-
nal center cells as well as plasma cells in normal lym-
phoid tissue; furthermore, it recognizes a subset of
monocytic cells and some immature hematopoetic and
lymphatic cell populations.20 Presumably this antibody
detects a subtype of leukocyte common antigen, but has
not been clustered.21 Ki-B5 shows a high specificity for
the B-cell lineage including a minor subset of plasma
cells, but also reacts with a subgroup of myelomonocyt-
ic leukemias and T-cell lymphomas.22 It detects the
CD45RA molecule.21 The monoclonal antibody OPD4
recognizes the CD45RO molecule and preferentially
reacts with normal and neoplastic post-thymic T cells
including CD4 and CD8-positive subpopulations. The
CD45RO molecule can also be detected by this antibody
in a subset of B-cell neoplasms.23

Staining procedures followed a standard three-step
protocol with diaminobenzidine as the chromogen.
Primary antibodies, suppliers, and staining conditions



are listed in Online Supplementary Table s1. All staining
was performed in a single institution (Lübeck,
Germany). Tissue microarrays were evaluated by
expert hematopathologists of the German lymphoma
reference panel. A given immunohistochemical  marker
was evaluated by two observers who had to reach a
consensus decision on every case. If this was not possi-
ble, the case was excluded from the statistical analyses.
To test for interobserver variation, selected markers
were scored twice in different institutions and κ statis-
tics were calculated.

With the exception of Ki-67 (MIB1) and immunoglob-
ulin light chains, all stains were scored semiquantita-
tively estimating the percentage of positive tumor cells:
less than 1% (score 0), 1-25% (score 1), 26-50% (score
2), 51-75% (score 3), and more than 75% (score 4). For
Ki-67 (MIB1) the number of positive tumor cells was
estimated and recorded in 10% increments. Restricted
(monotypic) light chain expression by the tumor cells
was noted as being present or not, regardless of the
number of positive cells. Only cases in which both light
chain stains were evaluable and in which only one
chain was expressed were considered as having mono-
typic light chain restriction. With regards to the CD23
staining, not only were the tumor cells evaluated, but
also the presence or absence of follicular dendritic cell
(FDC) meshworks (referred to as CD23FDC: none =
score 0, rare = score 1, moderate = score 2, abundant =
score 3).

Statistical analyses
Event-free survival was defined as the time from the

beginning of therapy to either disease progression
under therapy, failure to achieve a confirmed or uncon-
firmed complete remission, initiation of additional (off-
protocol) or salvage therapy, relapse or death. Overall
survival was defined as the time from the beginning of
therapy to death of any cause. Event-free survival and
overall survival rates were estimated according to
Kaplan and Meier.24

After extensive statistical pre-evaluation of results (for
a detailed description see the Online Supplementary Data),
we summarized the immunohistochemical score
groups as follows: the cases were assigned as negative
for the respective marker if less than 1% of the cells
were stained, and positive if 1% or more of the tumor
cells were positive. To allow for comparison with previ-
ously published data, we also performed analyses for
some of the markers with different cut-offs (see below).
For Ki67 (MIB1) the most suitable cut-off was at 80%.
For CD23FDC we considered all cases with FDC (score
groups 1 to 3) as one group (CD23FDC-positive) and
compared these to the cases without any detectable
FDC (CD23FDC-negative). 

The assignment to the GCB and non-GCB groups
was based on the expression of CD10, BCL6, and IRF4,
as described by Hans and co-workers.5 Statistical tests
were performed twice using cut-off levels of 1% and
25% for the included markers.

Log-rank tests were performed for univariate analy-
ses. Immunohistochemical markers whose p-values
were less than 0.100 for event-free survival or overall

survival were included in the multivariate analysis. 
For the selected markers proportional hazard models

were fitted separately adjusted for the factors of the IPI.
Prior to modeling, relevant correlations of the respective
marker with IPI factors (i. e., Person’s correlation coeffi-
cient >0.7) were excluded. For markers that were not
significant in the univariate analysis (p-values >0.1), we
checked whether the marker was prognostically rele-
vant after adjustment for the IPI factors. Relative risks
with 95% confidence intervals (CI) are shown in a for-
est plot. 

The χ2 test or, if required, Fisher’s exact text was used
for the correlation of marker expression with qualita-
tive data (age, GCB/non-GCB group, morphological
subtypes).  Because of the descriptive nature of these
comparisons, the p-values were not adjusted for multi-
ple comparisons and the significance level was p=0.05. 

Cases that failed to give reliable staining results for a
given marker were excluded from further analysis.
Unreliable staining was assumed if there was a lack of
an appropriate internal control and/or significant back-
ground staining preventing the identification of specific
reactivity on tumor cells. Furthermore, in some of the
cases tissue was lost after the staining procedure. Thus,
the number of evaluable cases varied from one marker
to another (Table 2). This also decreased the number of
cases available for the GCB/non-GCB subgrouping and
the Cox models that included more than one marker. 

To assess the concordance between different
observers, κ statistics were performed. All statistical
analyses were done with SPSS 15.0 software.

Results

Patients’ characteristics
The patients’ clinical characteristics are summarized

in Table 2. The clinical features of the patients in the
present study (n = 414) closely matched those of the
entire study population of the NHL-B1/B2 trials (n =
913). According to the study protocol, patients 60 years
of age or less were included only if their lactate dehy-
drogenase (LDH) values were within normal limits.7

The median age of the patients in the present analy-
sis was 61.5 years (range, 20 to 75 years). Two hundred
and twenty-five patients (54.3%) were over 60 years of
age at randomization. The median observation time
was 61 months for overall survival.

Morphological subtypes
Of the 414 cases of DLBCL, 75.5% (n=313) showed a

centroblastic morphology. Immunoblastic B-cell lym-
phoma was seen in 11.4% (n=47), and the remainder
were classified as not otherwise specified (NOS; 6.3%;
n=26), anaplastic large cell variant, and T-cell/histiocyte
rich B-cell lymphoma (3.4%; n=14 each). 

Interobserver reliability
Staining for BCL2, HLA-DR, and IRF4 was scored

independently by observers in two different institu-
tions. Regarding positive (≥1% positive cells) and nega-
tive cases (<1% positive cells), the κ-values were 0.76,
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Table 1. Summary of univariate statistical test results for immunohistochemical markers.

n (%) 5-year rate (%) with 
<1% positive tumor cells* 95% confidence interval and p-value

≥ ≥ ≥1% positive tumor cells* Event-free survival Overall survival 

CD5 246 (82.8%) 48.5% (41.9; 55.1) 0.974 64.6% (58.2; 70.9) 0.834

51 (17.2%) 49.4% (35.1; 63.8) 63.5% (49.3; 77.7)

CD10 193 (58.0%) 44.3% (37.0; 51.7) 0.072 59.9% (52.4; 67.4) 0.059

140 (42.0%) 54.0% (45.0; 63.0) 71.8% (63.8; 79.8)

CD23 313 (89.9%) 48.8% (42.8; 54.7) 0.872 64.7% (59.1; 70.4) 0.690

35 (10.1%) 49.3% (32.0; 66.5) 68.4% (52.0; 84.9)

CD23FDC 262 (77.1%) 49.0% (42.7; 55.3) 0.413 61.5% (55.1; 67.8) 0.011 

78 (22.9%) 47.0% (34.5; 59.4) 76.2% (66.1; 86.3)

CD30 206 (79.5%) 50.7% (43.3; 58.2) 0.712 68.9% (62.1; 75.8) 0.771

53 (20.5%) 47.9% (32.1; 63.6) 69.5% (56.1; 82.9)

CD38 142 (44.2%) 49.2% (40.4; 58.0) 0.984 63.8% (55.3; 72.4) 0.805

179 (55.8%) 51.4% (43.7; 59.1) 67.5% (60.2; 74.7)

CD138 204 (89.5%) 56.3% (48.8; 63.8) 0.478 73.9% (67.2; 80.5) 0.372

24 (10.5%) 49.7% (29.5; 69.8) 65.8% (46.4; 85.2)

BCL2 82 (25.9%) 64.2% (53.4; 75.1) 0.006 76.1% (66.2; 85.9) 0.015

235 (74.1%) 43.5% (36.7; 50.3) 62.2% (55.6; 68.8)

BCL6 64 (18.7%) 44.3% (30.6; 58.0) 0.625 59.5% (46.2; 72.8) 0.487

278 (81.3%) 50.9% (44.7; 57.1) 67.2% (61.3; 73.1)

IgA 251 (92.6%) 45.6% (39.1; 52.1) 0.468 63.2% (56.8; 69.6) 0.787

20 ( 7.4%) 53.3% (30.6; 76.0) 54.5% (30.1; 78.9)

IgD 277 (93.0%) 48.2% (42.0; 54.5) 0.205 65.0% (59.0; 70.9) 0.732

21 ( 7.0%) 64.3% (42.7; 86.0) 72.5% (51.5; 93.6)

IgG 108 (56.8%) 51.5% (41.6; 61.4) 0.786 67.1% (57.7; 76.5) 0.674

82 (43.2%) 51.3% (40.2; 62.4) 60.8% (49.9; 71.6)

IgM 175 (59.1%) 50.1% (42.1; 58.0) 0.396 66.2% (58.5; 73.8) 0.390

121 (40.9%) 43.2% (33.8; 52.6) 61.7% (52.5; 70.9)

CD45RB 126 (37.6%) 52.9% (43.8; 62.0) 0.218 66.5% (57.7; 75.2) 0.432

209 (62.4%) 44.3% (37.1; 51.5) 60.1% (53.0; 67.2)

CD45RA 110 (38.5%) 50.7% (40.9; 60.4) 0.613 65.4% (56.0; 74.8) 0.508

176 (61.5%) 46.6% (38.7; 54.4) 60.4% (52.7; 68.1)

OPD4 202 (60.5%) 47.4% (40.2; 54.6) 0.784 61.4% (54.3; 68.5) 0.655

132 (39.5%) 46.1% (37.0; 55.1) 63.5% (54.6; 72.3)

HLA-DR 60 (19.9%) 37.8% (25.3; 50.2) 0.014 49.2% (36.3; 62.0) < 0.001

241 (80.1%) 51.4% (44.6; 58.2) 71.0% (64.8; 77.2)

IRF4 61 (17.6%) 50.4% (37.1; 63.6) 0.966 73.1% (61.7; 84.4) 0.313

286 (82.4%) 45.7% (39.5; 51.9) 62.2% (56.1; 68.3)

κ 210 (78.4%) 47.0% (39.7; 54.3) 0.891 59.7% (52.6; 66.8) 0.417

58 (21.6%) 46.3% (33.0; 59.6) 65.8% (53.3; 78.3)

λ 212 (79.4%) 45.7% (38.6; 52.8) 0.092 62.1% (55.2; 69.0) 0.261

55 (20.6%) 56.7% (42.6; 70.8) 68.5% (54.8; 82.2)

Monotypic 150 (63.8%) 46.5% (38.1; 54.9) 0.205 62.4% (54.2; 70.6) 0.376

Light chain expression 85 (36.2%) 52.0% (40.6; 63.4) 65.7% (54.7; 76.7)

Ki-67 (<80%) 123 (37.0%) 46.1% (37.1; 55.1) 0.116 60.7% (51.7; 69.6) 0.063

Ki-67 (≥80%) 210 (63.0%) 53.3% (45.9; 60.7) 70.6% (63.9; 77.4)
*cut-off for Ki-67 (<80% versus ≥80%); CD23FDC: Presence of follicular dendritic cells in the tumor; median observation time for event-free survival=56 months; for overall
survival=61 months.



0.84 and 0.75, respectively. If the missing values were
included, the lowest κ value was still 0.68. Thus, a sat-
isfactory interobserver reliability was achieved. 

Staining results
Comparing the numbers of positive and negative

cases for all the immunohistochemical markers in the
two age groups of the IPI (≤ vs. >60 years), we found
significantly more CD10-positive cases in younger
patients (51.3% vs. 33.9%; p=0.001), and significantly
more cases positive for BCL2, IRF4 and monotypic light
chain expression (MLCE) in elderly patients (BCL2:
79.6% vs. 68.0%, p=0.018; IRF4: 86.8% vs. 77.1%,
p=0.017; MLCE: 43.1% vs. 29.4%, p=0.029). Using the
data only from patients without elevated LDH levels,
the results were very similar (data not shown). 

With respect to HLA-DR expression, we found a sig-
nificantly higher number of negative cases among lym-
phomas that presented in the central nervous system,
testes or ovaries (8/15 cases; 53.3%), which are consid-
ered as immunoprivileged sites, as compared to lym-
phomas in other sites (52/286 cases; 18.2%; Fisher’s
exact test p=0.003).

Remarkably, the correlation between any pair of the
19 IHC markers investigated was generally weak with
Pearson’s correlation coefficients not exceeding 0.35
(absolute value; correlation between κ, λ and MLCE not
included) suggesting non-redundant information.

Univariate analyses of immunohistochemical markers
Expression of BCL2 was significantly associated with

shorter event-free survival and overall survival (p=0.006
and 0.015, respectively). A similar adverse prognostic
effect was seen for cases lacking HLA-DR expression
(p=0.014 for event-free survival, and p<0.001 for overall
survival; Figure 1). Furthermore, expression of CD10 was
correlated, albeit not significantly, to longer event-free
survival and overall survival (p=0.072 and 0.059, respec-
tively). Interestingly, the presence of CD23-positive FDC
meshworks (CD23FDC) within lymphoma infiltrates
(observed in 78 of 340 cases; 22.9%) was significantly
associated with superior overall survival (p=0.011), but
not with event-free survival (p=0.413). Results of univari-
ate analyses are summarized in Table 1.

Multivariate analyses
The IPI factors LDH, ECOG performance status, and

stage were the strongest prognostic factors for event-
free survival and overall survival: relative risks ranged
from 1.6 to 2.7 (for LDH > normal, ECOG >1, and stage
III/IV), and 0.6 to 0.4 (for LDH ≤ normal, ECOG ≤ 1, and
stage <III), respectively. 

In multivariate analyses adjusted for the IPI factors,
we found significantly better overall survival if HLA-DR
was positive (RR=0.6; p=0.016), or if remnants of
CD23-positive FDC meshworks were present in the
lymphoma (RR=0.6; p=0.034). Two additional markers
were significant only in the multivariate analysis: a
MLCE of the tumor was significantly correlated with
superior event-free survival and overall survival
(RR=0.6; p=0.027, and RR=0.6; p=0.016, respectively),
and κ light chain expression was correlated with
extended overall survival (RR=0.6; p=0.038). A summa-
ry of the results is given in Figure 2.

In multivariate analyses using the proportional haz-
ard models to investigate the contribution of each indi-
vidual marker if adjusted for IPI, only CD23FDC, HLA-
DR and κ light chain expression for overall survival, and
MLCE for both event-free and overall survival showed
relative risks of a magnitude similar to those of the
strongest IPI factors (Figure 2). By combining the three
single independent markers CD23FDC, HLA-DR and
MLCE (κ light chain expression is correlated to MLCE,
and as such, not independent) in a Cox model adjusted
for the IPI factors (n=192), HLA-DR remained signifi-
cant for event-free survival (RR=0.6, p=0.019) and over-
all survival (RR=0.5, p=0.016) and MLCE for overall sur-
vival (RR=0.6, p=0.044), but not for event-free survival
(RR=0.7, p=0.123). CD23FDC, however, was not signif-
icant in this model for either event-free survival or over-
all survival. Additional adjustment for treatment (14-
day cycle, etoposide) did not change these results (data
not shown). 

Including only MLCE and HLA-DR in a further Cox
model adjusted for the IPI factors (n=201), only HLA-
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Figure 1.Univariate analysis for event-free survival (EFS) and over-
all survival (OS) HLA-DR-positive vs. HLA-DR-negative cases (posi-
tive = 1-100% stained tumor cells, negative = 0%).
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DR remained significant for event-free survival (RR=0.6,
95%CI=0.4-0.9, p=0.028) and overall survival (RR= 0.5,
95%CI=0.3-0.9, p=0.016).

Formal testing for interactions between HLA-DR and
the IPI groups (0-2 vs. 3-5) was not appropriate because
the sample size was too small. However, we checked
whether the relative risks were of a similar magnitude
and they were found to be so for event-free survival [IPI
0-2: RR=0.7 (95%CI=0.4-1.2); IPI 3-5: RR=0.7
(95%CI=0.4-1.2)] as well as for overall survival [IPI 0-2:
RR=0.4 (95%CI=0.2-0.7); IPI 3-5: RR=0.6 (95%CI=0.4-
1.1)]. 

For BCL2 and BCL6 we performed repeated multivari-
ate analyses adjusted for the IPI factors using additional
cut-offs for positivity that more closely match those
published in the literature (>25% and >50% positive
tumor cells). However, neither BCL2 nor BCL6 qualified
as an IPI-independent outcome predictor (data not shown)

Analyses of germinal center versus non-germinal
center-like B-cell lymphomas 

Cases were assigned to the GCB or non-GCB group as
proposed by Hans and co-workers.5 In the first analysis,
the cut-off level for CD10, BCL6, and IRF4 was 25%. Of
299 assessable cases, 162 lymphomas had a GCB-type
pattern, and 137 cases were assigned to the non-GCB
group. In the remaining cases, defaults for one or more
of the immunohistochemical stains prevented further
subclassification.

Comparing the two groups, the patients with GCB-
type lymphoma turned out to be significantly younger
than the non-GCB patients (58 vs. 64 years; p<0.001).
Given the specific inclusion criteria for younger patients
(see section Patients’ characteristics), this resulted in a
significantly lower number of patients with elevated
LDH levels in the GCB group (16.7% vs. 29.2%,
p=0.010) as well as a higher number of patients within
more favorable IPI risk groups (IPI 0,1: 65.4% vs. 48.9%;
IPI 2: 16.0% vs. 23.4%; IPI 3: 11.7% vs. 16.8%; IPI 4, 5:
6.8% vs. 10.9%; p=0.039). 

Looking for parameters potentially related to clinical
outcome (Figure 3), GCB-type lymphomas were associ-
ated with an improved overall survival in the univariate
analysis (p=0.033), whereas event-free survival was not
statistically different between the GCB and non-GCB
groups. Interestingly, when we compared GCB and non-
GCB type lymphomas within the two age groups (≤60
and >60 years) separately, we could not find any differ-
ences for EFS and OS in univariate analysis (Figure 3). 

In multivariate analysis adjusted for the factors of the
IPI, non-GCB immunophenotype did not emerge as an
independent marker of inferior outcome (RR=1.2,
95%CI=0.8-1.8, p=0.328 for overall survival; and
RR=1.1, 95%CI=0.8-1.5, p=0.644 for event-free sur-
vival). 

In a separate analysis with a cut-off level of 1% for the
markers included, our results did not substantially
change. In the multivariate approach including the fac-
tors of the IPI, there was a trend to an association
between non-GCB immunophenotype and reduced
overall survival, but this was not statistically significant
(RR=1.4, 95%CI=1.0-2.2, p=0.077). The same emerged
when the possible effect of intensified treatment (14-
day cycle, etoposide) was considered in the multivariate
analysis (RR=1.4, 95%CI=0.9-2.1, p=0.093). With
regards to event-free survival, the non-GCB profile did
not qualify at all as an independent adverse prognostic
marker (RR=1.2, 95%CI=0.9-1.7, p=0.231).

Analysis of morphological subtypes 
Comparison of immunoblastic versus centroblastic

lymphomas with regards to selected immunohisto-
chemical markers (Online Supplementary Table S2)
revealed a significantly higher rate of BCL6-positive
cases among the centroblastic lymphomas (85.5% vs.
63.4%, p=0.001). In contrast, CD10 as a further germi-
nal center cell associated marker was not differentially
expressed in the two groups (p=0.420). The same held
true for BCL2 (p=0.176), IgD (p=0.492), IgM (p=0.242),
and IRF4 (p=0.211).

Interestingly, patients with centroblastic lymphomas
showed a significantly superior event-free survival in
both univariate analysis (3-year rate: 58.2% vs. 41.7%,
p=0.002, Figure 4) and multivariate analysis. In other
words, immunoblastic morphology turned out to be an
adverse prognostic factor associated with shorter event-
free survival, independently of the single IPI factors
(RR1.7, 95%CI=1.2-2.5, p=0.005). The overall survival
was not statistically different between patients with
centroblastic or immunoblastic lymphomas, although a
trend for shorter overall survival for those with

Figure 2. Multivariate analysis for event-free (EFS) and overall sur-
vival (OS). (A) Cox model for IPI factors. (B) Cox model for each of
the immunohistochemical markers adjusted for the IPI factors.
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immunoblastic lymphomas was apparent in both the
univariate analysis (3-year rate: 73.4% vs. 59.3%,
p=0.069, Figure 4) and the multivariate analysis (RR1.4,
95%CI=0.9-2.2, p=0.178). 

Remarkably, the non-GCB immunophenotype was
significantly more frequent among the immunoblastic
lymphomas (64.9% in the immunoblastic group vs.
43.0% in the centroblastic group; p=0.013). However,
this significant difference was only seen with the 25%
cut-off, not with the 1% cut-off (p=0.227).

Discussion

Based on advances in the understanding of molecular
mechanisms in lymphomagenesis, several investigators
have subdivided DLBCL according to immunopheno-
type patterns that are thought to reflect the cell-of-ori-
gin subclassification determined by gene expression
studies.

Hans et al.5 subclassified DLBCL into GCB and a non-
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Figure 3. Univariate analysis for event-free survival (EFS) and overall survival (OS) – comparison of GCB and non-GCB type.
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GCB subtypes according to the expression pattern of
CD10, BCL6, and IRF4. In their study, this classifier
proved to be an independent predictor of clinical out-
come in addition to the IPI by multivariate analysis.
With similar, although not completely identical
approaches, these results were confirmed by some,25-27

but not all studies.12,28,29 By applying the Hans classifier in
our set of DLBCL, we found a longer overall survival for
patients with GCB-type lymphomas in the univariate
analysis; however, we failed to confirm this subclassifi-
cation to be of independent prognostic impact if adjust-
ed for the IPI in a multivariate analysis. The latter result
is in line with the findings of Colomo et al.,12 DePaepe et
al.,28 and Veelken et al.29 and challenges the value of the
Hans classifier regarding prognosis. The difference in
outcome in the univariate analysis in our series is obvi-
ously related to a higher number of patients with favor-
able prognostic attributes (lower age, normal LDH) in
the GCB group.

The varying results among several immunohisto-
chemical studies studies may be ascribed to a number of
factors, a major one being the lack of standardization in
the performance and evaluation of staining. However, as

has recently been shown by the Lunenburg Lymphoma
Biomarker Consortium,30 these problems can be over-
come, at least in part, by harmonization of laboratory
and evaluation procedures. In the present study, all
stainings were carried out in a single laboratory in order
to eliminate interlaboratory variations in antibody usage
and staining processes as sources of artificial variations.
All the pathologists who evaluated the stains are mem-
bers of the German lymphoma reference pathology
panel. Over the past decade, the panel members have
met in regular workshop sessions to review lymphoma
cases and this has led to a high level of harmonization in
the evaluation of morphology and immunohistochemi-
cal stains. To further maximize consistency in the eval-
uation process, staining for a given antibody was evalu-
ated by the same predetermined observers for the entire
set of cases. For a selected subset of markers a second
evaluation round with different observers was per-
formed; the test of interobserver reliability showed sat-
isfactory results. 

Currently, there is no consensus across immunohisto-
chemical studies regarding the number of stained tumor
cells required to call a case positive. We, therefore, initial-

Figure 4. Univariate analysis for event-free survival (EFS) and over-
all survival (OS) – comparison of morphological subtypes.
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Table 2. Patients’ characteristics and clinical parameters of the study
cases compared to those of all patients with DLBCL in the NHL-
B1/B2 trial of the German High-Grade Non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma
Study Group (DSHNHL).

Patients Remaining p All patients
included in patients with value with DLBCL
the present DLBCL NHL-B1/B2 

study NHL-B1/B2
(n=414) (n=499) (n=913)

Gender
male 233 (56.3%) 274 (54.9%) 0.678 507 (55.5%) 
female 181 (43.7%) 225 (45.1%) 406 (44.5%)

Age: median 61.5 (20, 75) 61.0 (18, 75) 0.627 61.0 (18, 75)
(range)

IPI factors
age >60 years 225 (54.3%) 264 (52.9%) 0.664 489 (53.6%) 
LDH >UNV * 104 (25.1%) 121 (24.2%) 0.761 225 (24.6%) 
ECOG > 1 48 (11.6%) 62 (12.4%) 0.701 110 (12.0%) 
stage III/ IV 187 (45.2%) 184 (36.9%) 0.011 371 (40.6%) 
extranodal 
disease > 1 82 (19.8%) 84 (16.8%) 0.246 166 (18.2%)

IPI 
0 and 1 226 (54.6%) 305 (61.1%) 0.147 531 (58.2%) 
2 83 (20.0%) 81 (16.2%) 164 (18.0%) 
3 67 (16.2%) 64 (12.8%) 131 (14.3%) 
4 and 5 38 (9.2%) 49 (9.8%) 87 (9.5%)

Bulky disease 135 (32.6%) 161 (32.3%) 0.912 296 (32.4%)
B-symptoms 107 (25.8%) 140 (28.1%) 0.454 247 (27.1%)
E-involvement ** 202 (48.8%) 246 (49.3%) 0.879 448 (49.1%)
Bone marrow 34 (8.2%) 38 (7.6%) 0.739 72 (7.9%)
involvement

*UNV: upper normal value; ** E: extranodal.



ly evaluated immunostains without a predetermined
cut-off and scored them semiquantitatively for most of
the antibodies by estimating the percentage of positive
tumor cells in 25% increments. As described in detail in
the Online Supplementary Data, a subsequent determina-
tion of formal cut-offs from Kaplan-Meier curves for the
single score groups was unsuccessful. Further analysis
revealed that a cut-off value of 1% in our series best dis-
criminated groups of patients with different event-free
and overall survivals. A separate analysis with addition-
al cut-offs (>25%, >50% positive tumor cells) for some
of the markers was done to allow comparison with
results of previous studies. 

The Hans classifier was tested twice with 25% and
1% cut-off levels. The first cut-off closely approximates
that in the original report (30%)5 and hence enables
direct comparison. The 1% cut-off was chosen in order
to investigate, whether the protein expression by only a
very small fraction of tumor cells might already enable
a comparable subclassification.

The fact that we could not confirm an IPI-independ-
ent prognostic value of the Hans classifier highlights the
difficulty in finding a reliable immunohistochemical
surrogate for the gene expression profile. In an inde-
pendent data set of the German research consortium
Molecular Mechanisms of Malignant Lymphoma31 we
found that the Hans classifier based on paraffin
immunohistochemical is not perfectly correlated with
the gene expression classification of GCB and ABC lym-
phoma subjects as determined according to Wright et
al.32 (unpublished data). The prognostic value of gene
expression-based subclassifications, on the other hand,
has recently been confirmed also in DLBCL patients
treated with additional rituximab immunotherapy (R-
CHOP)33 underlining the necessity to refine immunohis-
tochemical surrogates for existing gene expression pro-
files.

According to our results, loss of HLA-DR protein
expression is a relevant and significant independent
marker for worse overall survival. In fact, beside the
factors of the IPI, loss of HLA-DR was the strongest
outcome predictor in our series. This finding is well in
line with previous reports and, thus, gives further sup-
port to the reliability of loss of HLA-DR as an adverse
event in DLBCL.9-12 An association of high-grade malig-
nancy in B-cell neoplasms with a lack of MHC class I
and class II molecules on the tumor cells was already
described in the 1980s.34,35 Correspondingly, gene
expression studies on DLBCL showed that high expres-
sion of the MHC class II signature genes was correlated
with a favorable outcome.4 As a member of the MHC
class II family of proteins, HLA-DR is involved in cellu-
lar immune responses by participating in antigen pres-
entation and stimulation of T cells.36,37 Hence, the lack
of HLA-DR expression may constitute a mechanism by
which tumor cells can escape immunosurveillance after
chemotherapy. This in turn is reflected by significantly
reduced numbers of tumor-infiltrating T-lympho-
cytes,11,38 decreased numbers of intratumoral CD1a-pos-
itive dendritic cells and, around the tumor edge, fewer
S100-positive cells and CD45RO-positive T cells.8 More
recently, a quantitative nuclease protection assay-based

analysis on formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded DLBCL
samples identified low levels of HLA-DRB gene expres-
sion as an IPI-independent indicator of poor prognosis
in rituximab-treated patients.39 This demonstrates that
the prognostic impact of defective MHC class II expres-
sion can be reproduced using different detection tech-
nologies and at least to some extent is stable also with
modern immunotherapy. The loss of MHC class II
expression has been reported to be frequent in DLBCL
arising in immunoprivileged sites such as the central
nervous system, ovary and testis.40 Although in our
series the number of cases with involvement of these
sites was limited (n=15) we were able to confirm this
observation: while about half of the cases from
immunoprivileged sites were HLA-DR-negative, this
was true for only 18% of lymphomas from other sites
(p=0.003).

The presence of CD23-positive FDC meshworks was
additionally significantly associated with superior overall
survival in our study. This was a rather unexpected find-
ing, although in an earlier investigation, the presence of
FDC meshworks (demonstrated by CD21-staining) had
already been shown to have clinical implications in terms
of an increased rate of complete remissions in patients
with poor-risk DLBCL.41 In this study, however, lym-
phomas with retained FDC meshworks had inferior dis-
ease-free survival and, contrasting to our findings, no dif-
ferences in overall survival. Although it is tempting to
speculate that FDC meshworks indicate a follicular lym-
phoma pathogenesis, there was no a correlation between
the occurrence of FDC and expression of CD10
(Pearson’s correlation coefficient: -0.003) or between
FDC and positivity for BCL2 or BCL6 in our series
(Pearson’s correlation coefficient: -0.039 and -0.054,
respectively). Moreover, follicular lymphomas were
excluded from our study by reference pathology diagno-
sis. 

The biological mechanisms that underlie a correlation
between the presence of FDC and increased survival in
de novo DLBCL are currently unknown. However, given
the fact that FDC in this lymphoma entity most likely
represent remnants of the pre-existing lymph node
architecture, it might be a morphological manifestation
of what has been termed the lymph node signature or stro-
mal-1 signature in gene expression studies.4,33 This gene
expression signature was correlated with a superior
clinical outcome and linked to anti-tumor immune
response. Alternatively, preservation of lymph node
structures within the tumor infiltrate might indicate
decreased destructive ability and, hence, typify, a bio-
logical attribute of the tumor itself. 

MLCE of lymphoma cells was significantly associated
with superior event-free survival and overall survival in
our cohort. This was another unexpected finding that,
to the best of our knowledge, has not been reported in
DLBCL so far. In fact, some earlier reports showed that
immunoglobulin-positive large cell lymphomas are
associated with advanced stage and shorter overall sur-
vival42 or that immunoglobulin expression is more fre-
quently seen in patients with unfavorable prognostic
markers.43 However, in these earlier studies no separate
correlation with light chain expression was provided
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and the stains had been performed on frozen sections.
Thus, discussion of these results in the context of our
findings is not really feasible.

The number of evaluable cases was too small to devel-
op  and validate a prognostic model based on the whole
set of immunohistochemical markers used in our series;
however, combining the three IPI-independent immuno-
histochemical markers, i. e., HLA-DR, CD23FDC, and
MCLE in a Cox model, we found that HLA-DR was the
strongest prognostic factor for event-free survival and
overall survival. Morphological subgrouping into cen-
troblastic and immunoblastic lymphomas in our series
was associated with clinical outcome: immunoblastic
morphology emerged as an adverse prognostic factor
with shortened event-free survival, independently of by
the IPI factors. The prognostic value of morphological
subtyping is controversial.44-51 The difficulties, even
among expert hematopathologists,52 in reliably identify-
ing morphological subtypes of DLBCL may be caused,
at least in part, by insufficient material (e. g. needle
biopsies) or by suboptimal tissue processing, which
hampers thorough cytomorphological analysis. 

When we correlated the morphological subtype and the
immunohistochemical classifier proposed by Hans et al.,
we found a significantly higher number of non-GCB type
cases within the immunoblastic group than in the centrob-
lastic group. However, since this correlation was not very
strong, morphology apparently cannot be regarded as an
adequate surrogate for immunophenotype, although it is
obvious that both, morphology and immunophenotype,
are indicators of a distinct tumor biology. This concept is
also supported by gene expression studies in which a sim-
ilar correlation between immunoblastic morphology and
non-GCB molecular profile has been observed.4 Our find-
ings demonstrate that careful morphological subtyping of
DLBCL leads to a prognostically significant and thus rele-
vant subclassification.

In the NHL-B1/B2 trials, intensified therapy led to a
significant improvement of the outcome in comparison
to that obtained with the standard CHOP regimen.6,7

This effect is not, however, likely to be sufficient to

explain why we could not confirm the prognostic value
of the Hans classifier or other previously reported
immunohistochemical markers.14-16,53

The combination of the CHOP regimen with the
monoclonal anti-CD20 antibody rituximab (R-CHOP)
has considerably improved the outcome of patients with
DLBCL.54,55 In this context, there is also some evidence
to indicate that the impact of prognostic markers may
be altered with the use of R-CHOP.56-58 The effect of rit-
uximab does not, however, completely abolish the bio-
logical attributes of these lymphomas since at least
some of the markers, for instance MHC class II gene
expression, retain thier prognostic value although the
observable effects may be diminished.39 Trials from the
pre-rituximab era, such as the NHL-B1/B2 investigated
here, are, therefore, suitable for identifying novel prog-
nostic factors due to the high rate of events and con-
comitant high power. We will soon validate our results
on data sets including patients treated with rituximab. 

In conclusion, this is the first report on a large series of
patients with DLBCL enrolled in a prospective clinical
study with long-term follow-up. The results, on the one
hand challenge the prognostic value of established
immunohistochemical markers and the immunohisto-
chemical-based GCB/non-GCB subtyping mostly deter-
mined from retrospective analyses and, on the other
hand, suggest in part new markers and that morpholog-
ical subgrouping can be indicative of prognosis inde-
pendently of IPI factors.
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